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Abstract
We investigate Dehn surgery in relation to the injectivity radius of a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold M . We
show that the injectivity radius has global implications for the topology of M by obtaining some universal
restrictions, characterised by inj(M), on the possible surgery descriptions of M . In particular, we show that
provided inj(M) is su1ciently large, then M cannot be obtained by p=q surgery on a knot in S3 with |q|¿ 4.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The injectivity radius of a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold M is the largest radius of an open
hyperbolic ball that can be embedded at any point in M . Manifolds of large injectivity radius
arise naturally as 6nite covers of closed manifolds. More speci6cally, as the fundamental group
of a hyperbolic 3-manifold is residually 6nite, given any r ¿ 0, there is a 6nite cover M˜ of M
such that inj(M˜)¿r. Perhaps one of the most interesting conjectures regarding 6nite covers, due
to Waldhausen, asserts that every closed irreducible 3-manifold N with in6nite fundamental group
has a 6nite cover N˜ such that b1(N˜ )¿ 0. Relating this to manifolds of large injectivity radius is
a question raised by D. Cooper. Question: Is there a number r ¿ 0 such that if M is a closed
hyperbolic 3-manifold with inj(M)¿r, then b1(M)¿ 0? In particular, an a1rmative answer to this
question would imply that M cannot be obtained by p=q surgery on a knot in S3 with |p| = 0.
Besides the interesting results obtained, and those still expected of covering spaces, their study has
proved astonishingly di1cult. In the realm of hyperbolic 3-manifolds, the main motivation behind
studying the ‘corresponding’ notion of large injectivity radius is that it is a concrete geometric
invariant, thus readily expected to be more manageable.
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This paper attempts to shed some light on global implications that injectivity radius has for the
topology of M , in particular it attempts to pin down how surgery descriptions of M behave in relation
to inj(M). It is well known that M can be obtained by Dehn surgery on a link in S3. Recall also that
Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem [4] implies that for any given hyperbolic manifold with
one cusp, all but 6nitely many surgeries on it yield closed manifolds of injectivity radius less than
some chosen constant. As ‘almost all’ knots are hyperbolic, the previous observation together with
Mostow’s rigidity theorem imply that ‘almost all’ manifolds that are obtained by (topological) Dehn
surgery on some knot in S3 have small injectivity radii. In contrast to this we have the following
result.
Theorem 2.2. If the injectivity radius of a hyperbolic 3-manifold M is at least 3:493 : : :, then M
cannot be obtained by p=q surgery on a knot in S3 with |q|¿ 4.
We note that the proof of Theorem 2.2 that we oHer below also covers the more general case of
surgery on homotopically trivial knots in arbitrary 3-manifolds, where the same result is true.
The limitation, |q|6 4, of the theorem is bound to the nature of the proof. Here is a brief
description. We start by assuming that M is obtained by p=q surgery on the knot K in S3. A
trivialising homotopy for K in S3 then gives a planar surface mapped into S3 − K which in turn,
after 6lling in, gives a planar surface F in M whose boundary components wind about the closed
geodesic  in the free homotopy class of the core surgery curve. Then, roughly speaking, we can put
F into pleated form. F has all but at most one of its boundary components winding q times about
 each. Allowing for the injectivity radius of M to grow, the boundary components of F become
long, pinning down the geometry of F. On average, each thin component of F becomes a long
strip as in Fig. 1, whose long sides are segments of @F, of length at least q=5 times the length of
. This forces q=5 of  to run parallel to itself in M . So for q¿ 5;  must run parallel to itself for
at least its entire length, and it is not hard to see that this is impossible.
Following the proof of the theorem, there is the feeling that as the injectivity radius grows, surgery
descriptions of M become more and more con6ned, and we feel con6dent in proposing, at least, the
following.
Fig. 1. (l1 ;l2).
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Conjecture. If the injectivity radius of a hyperbolic 3-manifold M is su7ciently large, then M
cannot be obtained by surgery on a knot in S3.
The methods of Theorem 2.2 can be adapted to prove the following theorem, which can be
compared to a theorem of Gromov, and which also has interesting analogies to a well known result
in small cancellation theory.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose M is a hyperbolic 3-manifold with injectivity radius greater than 3:493 : : :.
Let w be a word in 1(M). Then, for q¿ 6; 1(M)=〈wq〉 is non-trivial and word-hyperbolic (where
〈wq〉 the normal subgroup generated by wq).
In [3] Gromov stated a similar result (Theorem 5:3:E). However, there, q depended on M and
particularly on w. This was generalised by Delzant in [1], where, again, q was not universal.
Theorem (Delzant): Let G be a -hyperbolic non-elementary group. Then there exists an integer
Q (depending on G) such that for any word w in G with <w=¿ 1000, and for any integer K , the
quotient G=〈wKQ〉 is word-hyperbolic.
< = is a measure of length on G, and our analogue is the length of the geodesics which lie in the
free homotopy class of chosen words. The argument pursued in Gromov’s theorem makes essential
use of area estimates. There, depending on , there is an -tube embedded in M about . Then,
there is a number Q = Q(;M) such that Q length()sinh()¿ 2, and raising w to the power Q
provides an area contradiction for F. The key element exploited in our proof, and which makes q
universal, is the thick–thin decomposition of F. The total length of arcs of @F in the thick part of
F is bounded by the area of F. The remaining arcs of @F lie in the thin part, and force  to run
parallel to itself, where for q¿ 6 there will be enough of  running parallel to itself to provide a
contradiction.
In [2], we 6nd the following well known result
Theorem. A group G is word-hyperbolic if it admits a :nite presentation 〈S;R〉 where R satis:es
the small cancellation condition C ′( 16).
In particular, the theorem implies that if F is a free group and w a word in F , then F=〈wq〉
is word-hyperbolic provided q¿ 6. Theorem 3.1 provides an analogy in the realm of fundamental
groups of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. In fact, when we get down to counting, the combinatorial part
of Theorem 3.1 resembles the combinatorial analysis involved in the proof of the above and many
other results in small cancellation theory.
2. Recomposing a thick–thin decomposition
Suppose that F is a compact surface mapped into a hyperbolic 3-manifold M , that @F is
non-empty, and that @F maps to a closed geodesic  in M . Note that we do not assume that
F is embedded. We say that F is homotopically incompressible provided no 1-injective simple
closed curve in F maps to a homotopically trivial curve in M , and homotopically @-incompressible
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if no embedded essential arc in F can be homotoped (with 6xed endpoints) in M to an arc on
. Note here that provided @F is not empty, homotopically @-incompressible implies homotopically
incompressible.
Supposing that F is homotopically incompressible, homotopically @-incompressible, and that F
is not a disk, we may choose a hyperbolic structure on F as follows. We start 1 by choosing
an ideal triangulation of F − @F. F cannot be an annulus or a Mobius band. For, if F were
say an annulus, we could 6nd an essential arc  in F mapping to a loop,  say, in M , hence
implying that na = nb−1 holds in 1(M), where na and nb are the multiples of  that the
boundary components of F wind about. As na and (−1)nb = nb−1 correspond to covering
isometries of the universal cover M˜ = H3 that share the same axis,  would be homotopic to an
arc on , which contradicts our assumption that F is homotopically @-incompressible. Very similar
arguments apply to the Mobius band. So,  (F)¡ 0 and an ideal triangulation of F − @F exists.
Spinning the triangulation around @F, and adding in @F gives a lamination of F. The leaves of the
lamination which lie in @F map to non-trivial multiples of  as F is homotopically incompressible.
Moreover any other leaf, whose ends then spiral toward @F, can be homotoped to a geodesic since
F is homotopically @-incompressible. This geodesic will not be closed. The complement of this
lamination is a collection of ideal triangles, each of which can then be mapped to a totally geodesic
ideal triangle in M . This straightening provides a hyperbolic structure on F where we can measure
the length of the boundary, L(@F). Note that the hyperbolic structure on F depends on the choice
of lamination that we make, while the length of each boundary component does not. It is easy to
see that the total map does not increase distances.
With R = ln(2 +
√
3) a universal constant on injectivity radius, the theorem underlying most of
this paper is
Theorem 2.1. Suppose F is a compact homotopically incompressible and homotopically @-
incompressible surface mapped into a hyperbolic 3-manifold M , where F is not a disk, and @F is
non-empty and maps to a closed geodesic  in M . Then inj(M)¿R+ 2
√
3=5 = 3:493 : : : implies
that (L(@F)=| (F)|)¡ 5L().
An explanation for the value of R will be given shortly. As each component of the boundary
maps to a multiple of , the length of the boundary is an integral multiple L(@F) of the length
of . We will refer to L(@F) as the  length of @F. We note that L(@F) can be de6ned as
L(@F) =
∑
@ in @F |W(@)|, the sum of the absolute values of winding numbers of the boundary
components around . In more combinatorial terms, the theorem says that (L(@F)=| (F)|)¡ 5.
Let 2 be the Margulis constant in dimension 2, and note that 2 = 0:962 : : : [G-M]. F, like any
compact hyperbolic surface with non-empty geodesic boundary, has a thick–thin decomposition where
the thin part, F(0; 2=2], is de6ned to be the appropriate half of the 2-thin part of the doubled surface
DF, that is F(0; 2=2] =F ∩ DF(0; 2]. Any component of F(0; 2=2] will be a disk in F intersecting
@F in two arcs of equal length; for DF is compact, so any component of DF(0; 2] is a copy of
S1 ×D1. It could be halved to give either S1 × (D1=2) or (S1=2)×D1. But components S1 ×D1 or
S1 × (D1=2) of F(0; 2=2] would imply that a closed geodesic in F (corresponding to S1 × (D1=2),
1 More details of this construction are found in [4].
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this geodesic would be a component of @F) has length less than 2 which is impossible as F is
homotopically incompressible and 2 inj(M)¿ 2(R + (2
√
3=5))¿2. A thin component of F is
thus a copy of (S1=2)×D1. It exists wherever two segments in @F come within 2=2 of each other.
In general, thin parts of a compact surface with geodesic boundary are all only of this form if the
closed geodesics in it, including boundary geodesics, are longer than 2.
There is a thick–thin decomposition on a compact surface F with geodesic boundary, sharing,
when the closed geodesics in F (including boundary components) are long, the geometric charac-
teristics of thick–thin described above. Let F˜ denote the developing image of the universal cover of
F onto H2. Suppose that l1 and l2 are any two geodesic bounding curves of F˜. Let l and l′ be the
geodesics that complete an ideal quadrilateral, joining pairs of endpoints of l1 and l2, as in Fig. 1. De-
6ne (l1 ;l2) to be those points x in the quadrilateral such that max d(x; l1); d(x; l2)6min d(x; l); d(x; l
′).
Observe that any other boundary curve l@ of F˜ lies outside the quadrilateral, otherwise l1 and l2
would be separated by l@. In particular, l@ must lie in one of the two half-spaces determined either
by l or by l′, and which do not contain (l1 ;l2). So a point in (l1 ;l2) lies in F˜ and has larger distance
to any third boundary curve l@ than that to either l1 or l2. The symmetry of this argument implies
that the (l1 ;l2)’s are disjoint.
If the distance of l1 to l2 is more than that of l to l′; (l1 ;l2) is empty. Starting from a reg-
ular ideal quadrilateral (where (l1 ;l2) is a single point), as we decrease the distance of l1 to l2,
(l1 ;l2) is a growing diamond. R is chosen to be the distance of l1 to l2 when (l1 ;l2) touches l1
and l2 (which happens at the same time) 6rst. An easy argument in hyperbolic two-space gives
that R is ln(2 +
√
3). Thus (l1 ;l2) is a disk intersecting l1 and l2 in an arc each iH the distance
of l1 to l2 is less than R; we call these R(l1 ;l2)’s. The collection of R(l1 ;l2)’s is invariant un-
der covering translations, but no individual R(l1 ;l2) is left invariant by a translation, because it is
compact. Denote by F(0;R] the image of the set of R(l1 ;l2)’s in F under the covering projection
(note that this is similar to but not the same as the usual F(0; ]), and by F[R;∞) the closure of
its complement. We have shown that any component of F(0;R] is isometric to some R(l1 ;l2) that
covers it.
For a point z on a component l1 of @F˜, given another bounding geodesic l2 of F˜ with which
l1 shares some component = R(l1 ;l2) of F
(0;R], there is an opposite 2 point z′ on l2, where z and
z′ are exchanged, as in Fig. 1, by the rePection that exchanges l1 and l2.  is left invariant by this
rePection, and the two arcs '1 and '2 say of  ∩ @F are exchanged. Call any such 'i a thin arc,
and any such pair '1, '2 opposite thin arcs. Note in particular that opposite thin arcs have the same
length. When z lies in ∩@F, its distance to its opposite, d(z; z′), is at most the distance d between
opposite endpoints of opposite thin arcs, as in Fig. 1. By construction, d = R when the distance of
l1 to l2 is R. It is not hard to see that d grows smaller as we decrease the distance of l1 to l2. d
is bounded below by a limit d2, approached as l1 and l2 become arbitrarily close, where  6lls in
one third of the ideal triangle in Fig. 2 (more precisely, where the ideal triangle in Fig. 2 is half of
the limit quadrilateral, and the shaded 13 of the ideal triangle is half of the limit ). We denote the
limit  by R. In particular, we note that this implies that d2¡R.
2 While we de6ne ‘opposite’ on F˜, we will also be using this notion on F. Often, we allow for similar abuse when
referring to elements of F and corresponding elements of F˜.
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Fig. 2. Half of the limit R.
We have seen that a component of F(0;R] exists wherever two segments of @F come within R
of each other. In particular, d2¿2=2 can easily be checked, and combining with the above noted
R¿d2 implies that when the closed geodesics in F are longer than 2, all components of F(0; 2=2]
lie within components of F(0;R].
As noted previously, d is bounded above by R, and approaches d2 as the thin arcs get long.
We will see that any component of @F ∩F[R;∞) has a -collar in F, disjoint from other such
collars.  is the length of the arc ( shown in Fig. 2, i.e. one of the two geodesic arcs which make
up the boundary separating the limit ( 13 of an ideal triangle) R from the rest of the ideal triangle.
Denote by x the segment of the geodesic orthogonal to @F through a point x in @F ∩F[R;∞), of
length . Our collar will be the union of the x, where x ranges over the component in question of
@F in F[R;∞). As ¡d2¡R; x embeds in F. We will now show that pairs x; y are disjoint.
Otherwise, there are x on l1; y on l2 such that x and y intersect. 2¡R can be checked, and
implies that = R(l1 ;l2) exists. Moving x on l1 we may assume that x and y are equidistant to the
intersection of x with y. Then x is opposite to y, and the symmetry of  implies that x (like y)
will lie outside . Now in any R(li ;lj); p and q are disjoint, where p and q are opposite endpoints
of the thin arcs of R(li ;lj). For, when the distance of li to lj is R, the thin arcs of R(li ;lj) degenerate
to a single point on each of li and lj; p and q say. 2¡R implies p and q are in this case
disjoint. In the limit R; p has just coincided with the arc ( described above, and has just touched
q. The behaviour of p and q is uniform as R(li ;lj) moves towards the limit R and so p and q
are in every R(li ;lj) disjoint. p disjoint from q then clearly implies that the same is true of x; y
for all opposite points x on l1; y on l2 outside  which provides a contradiction.
Note that in a general R(li ;lj); p is distinct from the relevant one of the two geodesic arcs that
make up a boundary curve separating R(li ;lj) from the rest of F, denoted by ( in the case of R in
Fig. 2). In fact the -collar on a component * of @F ∩F[R;∞) will intersect the interior of F(0;R]
near the endpoints of *, but this will not aHect our arguments.
We chose to use F(0;R] in proof of Theorem 2.1, rather than F(0; 2=2]. Although the proof would
have remained virtually the same, the consequent constant 2=sinh(2=4) would have been worse than
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Fig. 3.
2=sinh() obtained by using F(0;R], for 2=sinh()¡ 2=sinh(2=4). Note that 2=sinh() = 2
√
3
will appear while concluding the proof of the Theorem. Moreover, F(0;R] naturally picks up only
those thin parts of F that will be relevant to our arguments.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Opposite thin arcs trail each other in M within R, but a geodesic cannot trail
itself for more than its full length.
Claim a. Let  be a component of F(0;R]. If the thin arcs of , say '1; '2 are oriented coherently
(each one inherits an orientation from a :xed orientation of ), then L('i)¡L() − 2
√
3=5.
Otherwise, L('i)¡ (L()=2)− (2
√
3=5).
Lifting the straightened map on F gives a map of F˜ to H3 = M˜ , that maps the two boundary
components @˜1 and @˜2 that intersect  to distinct geodesics ˜1 and ˜2 respectively, each a lift of 
(distinct as F is @-incompressible). The image of  lies between them and the arcs 'i map to arcs
carried in the lifts of  which we will call by the same name. The map does not increase distances,
while on @F˜, so in particular on the 'i’s, it is an isometry. Let g1 and g2 be the distinct covering
translations of M˜ corresponding to , with axes ˜1 and ˜2 respectively. Choose p and q to be the
images in M˜ of opposite endpoints p and q of the thin arcs of , as in Fig. 3. Call also by the same
names, p+ and q+ say, the other two endpoints of  ∩ @F and their images on the ˜i’s, as shown.
Suppose in the 6rst case that L('i)¿L() − 2
√
3=5. Choose p′ to be the point on @˜1 at a
distance L() from p in the direction of p+, and q′ in the same way on @˜2, and call their images
by the same names. p′ will either lie in '1 or, if it lies outside, it will lie at a distance at most
2
√
3=5 away from p+ on @˜1. Likewise, q′, being the opposite point of p′, lies on @˜2 at the same
distance from q+. In ; p+ lies within R of q+, so p+ and q+ lie within R of each other in M˜ . The
same is true of p and q. Then, p′ will lie within (2
√
3=5)+R+(2
√
3=5) of q′ in M˜ . The choice
of p′ implies p′ = g1(p), and similarly q′ = g2(q). But g1(q) must lie within R of g1(p) = p′ thus
within 2(R+ 2
√
3=5) of g2(q) = q′, which contradicts the assumption on inj(M).
In the second case, choose p˜ to be the point on @˜1 at a distance 2
√
3=5 away from p+ outside
'1, and '′1 to be the segment from p to p˜. Choose q˜; '′2 in the same way. The lengths of '′1 and
'′2 add to more than L(), so there must be (at least) two pre-images in '′1 ∪ '′2 of a point x on ,
say x and x′. These cannot lie on the same component of '′1 ∪ '′2 unless this component has length
greater than L(), in which case the other component, then also of length greater than L(), will
also carry some pre-image of x. Suppose then that x lies on '′1 and x′ on '′2. The orientations of @˜1
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and @˜2 in this case imply that there will be points z on '′1 and its opposite z′ on '′2, both pre-images
of some point z on , as suggested in Fig. 3. But the largest distance between opposite points of
the '′i’s is that of p˜ to q˜, so the image of z will be within (2
√
3=5) + R+ (2
√
3=5) of that of z′,
which again contradicts our assumption on inj(M).
We now move to provide the second central bound on this thick–thin decomposition. As mentioned
above, each component of @F inherits an orientation from a 6xed orientation of . Let t+ be the
collection of the components of F(0;R] whose thin arcs are coherently oriented, and t− the remaining
components of F(0;R].
Claim b. |t−|+ 2|t+|6 5| (F)|.
For any component  of F(0;R], call the shortest arc among arcs joining opposite points of 
the mid-arc of . F[R;∞) is obtained topologically by cutting along the mid-arc of each R-thin
component, so  (F[R;∞)) =  (F) + |t+| + |t−|. Each thick component which is not a disk has
non-positive Euler characteristic, so  (F[R;∞))6 |thick disks|. Consider a disk component D in
F[R;∞). Cut F along the mid-arc of each R-thin component, and call - the (disk) component of
the resulting surface in which D lies. - lifts to F˜, and its boundary is an alternating sequence of
mid-arcs followed by segments of @F˜. @- must then contain at least two mid-arcs, but it is not hard
to see that two is impossible as then @- would also contain exactly two segments of @F˜, while
there is only one mid-arc between a pair of geodesics in H2. In turn, D must border with F(0;R] in
at least three (topological) arcs. If D intersects F(0;R] more than three times, its contribution to the
sum 4|t−| + 3|t+| will be at least six. For, 4|t−| + 3|t+|¿ 12
∑
DinF[R;∞) 4|t− ∩ D| + 3|t+ ∩ D|. And
in this case, 12 (4|t− ∩ D|+ 3|t+ ∩ D|)¿ 12 (3|t− ∩ D|+ 3|t+ ∩ D|)¿ 6. If the intersection of D with
F(0;R] consists of three arcs, as shown in Fig. 4, at least one of these arcs must contribute to t−,
so D contributes at least 6ve (i.e. 12 (4× 1 + 3× 2)) to the same sum. Thus 4|t−|+ 3|t+| is at least
6ve times the number of thick disks. Returning, we have  (F) + |t+|+ |t−|6 15 (4|t−|+ 3|t+|).
Recall that a component of @F ∩F[R;∞) admits a -collar, separate from other such collars.
The area of the collar is given by L(.)(1=
√
3) where 1=
√
3 is sinh(), and . is the arc in @F
that de6nes the collar. The total area of these disjoint collars is bounded by the area of F, so
Fig. 4. D and F(0;R].
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L(@F ∩F[R;∞))¡Area(F)√3 = 2√3| (F)|. Together with a and b, we have
L(@F ∩F(0;R]) =L(@F ∩ t+) +L(@F ∩ t−)
¡ |t+|
(
2
(
L()− 2
√
3
5
))
+ |t−|
(
2
(
L()
2
− 2
√
3
5
))
¡ |t+|
(
2
(
L()− 2
√
3
5
))
+ |t−|
(
L()− 2
√
3
5
)
6 5| (F)|
(
L()− 2
√
3
5
)
:
So,
L(@F) =L(@F ∩F[R;∞)) +L(@F ∩F(0;R])
¡ 2
√
3| (F)|+ 5| (F)|
(
L()− 2
√
3
5
)
:
Assuming L(@F)=| (F)|¿ 5L() would give a contradiction.
Observe a short example where the inequality in claim b is an equality. Let S be the planar
surface we get by thickening the 1-skeleton of the dodecahedron. Each vertex in the 1-skeleton has
valency three so we may view S as a collection of hexagons, where we associate one hexagon to
each vertex, and where two hexagons meet in a common face wherever the corresponding vertices
are joined by an edge, as shown in Fig. 5. Imagine each such common face being the mid-arc of a
thin component  of S;  being shared by the two neighbouring hexagons. Then, the complement of
the thin regions, which we call the thick part of S, has each component a hexagonal neighbourhood
H ′ of a vertex. H ′ can be imagined to lie inside the hexagon H that corresponds to that vertex.
There is an orientation of the boundary components of S such that each thick component H ′ has
two arcs on @H ′ where it borders with thin components in t+, and one where it borders with a
component of t−. This realises the combinatorial bound of claim b.
With claim a in mind, we de6ne the combinatorial length of a boundary component @ say of S
as 1× @+ + 12 × @−, where @+ and @− are the number of components of t+ and t−, respectively, that
@ runs through. This orientation of @S gives two of the boundary components having combinatorial
length (1× 5) 6ve, the remaining having combinatorial length (1× 3+ 12 × 2) four. We may realise
a hyperbolic structure on S corresponding to this analysis by realizing each hexagon as a right
angled hyperbolic hexagon; let H be the right angled hexagon with alternate side lengths a; a and
b, all less than R. Realise each hexagon in S by H, matching the three mid-arcs it shares with
other hexagons with the sides of length a, a and b so that b matches the mid-arc of the unique
thin component in t− that the hexagon intersects. Then, each component of S(0;R] has mid-arc some
a or b, and is shared equally by the relevant pair of copies of H which are adjacent along this
mid-arc a or b, as suggested by Fig. 4. Note that boundary components of the same combinatorial
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Fig. 5. The 1-skeleton of the dodecahedron thickened.
length also share the same length. Given a, it is easy to pick b so that the lengths 'a and 'b of the
corresponding thin arcs in @S satisfy 'a = 12'b. These thin lengths may be chosen arbitrarily long,
where as a result thin (i.e. S(0;R]) will gradually take up all of S (as thin will gradually take up all
of H in each H). Then, boundary lengths of S are those very close to 4×'a (i.e 'a×3+'b×2),
and those very close to 5× 'a, corresponding to combinatorial length 4 and 5, respectively. A small
perturbation of this hyperbolic structure allows us to assume that there is a length 2(), close to 'a,
where for each boundary component @ of @S;L(@)=(Combinatorial length of @)×2(). Imagining
L() to be 2() provides an example where L(@F)=| (F)|= 5L().
However, the length of thin arcs on @S is just less than L() for thin components in t+, and just
less than L()=2 for those in t− whereas claim a requires them to be less than L() − (2
√
3=5)
and (L()=2)− (2√3=5) respectively. The factor of 2√3=5 prevents a boundary component being
approximated by its thin arcs, as seems to become necessary when trying to achieve the bounds of
both Claims a and b when  is long, at least in this example. It is unclear whether the bound given
in Theorem 2.1 can be attained.
Saying anything about a geodesic in M using the ideas in Theorem 2.1 depends on some initial
surface winding about it.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose M is a hyperbolic 3-manifold. If the injectivity radius of M is at least
R+(2
√
3=5)=3:493 : : :, then M cannot be obtained by p=q surgery on a knot in S3 with |q|¿ 4.
In addition, no p=q surgery on a knot K in S3 can give M if |p|¿ 5 (2 genus(K)− 1).
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We note that the proof below can be used to show that M cannot be obtained by p=q surgery
on a homotopically trivial knot in an arbitrary 3-manifold with |q|¿ 4. And in addition, that no
p=q surgery on a homologically trivial knot K in an arbitrary 3-manifold can give M if |p|¿
5 (2 genus(K)− 1).
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that M is obtained by p=q surgery on the knot K . By realizing a
trivialising homotopy for K in S3 we obtain a planar surface S in S3 −K , which can be chosen to
have one boundary component a longitude and all others meridians. Note that for homology reasons,
the number of positively oriented and negatively oriented meridians in @S are equal. Homotope
the boundary curves of S to multiples of the closed geodesic in the free homotopy class of the
core surgery curve,  say. Then S homotopes to a surface with one boundary component winding
p times around , the others winding +q or −q times around  each. Note that if q is not 1
then p is not zero, so that the winding number W(S) of S around  is non-trivial. Moreover,
note that  is homotopically non-trivial. For otherwise, the meridian of S3 − K , homotopic in M
to q, would also be homotopically trivial, implying that 1(M) would factor through the trivial
group 1(S3).
It is not di1cult to see that we can 6nd a connected planar surface S′ with @S′ winding around
, sharing two essential properties with S and which is also homotopically incompressible and
homotopically @-incompressible. That is, a surface S′ such that (i) S′ has non-trivial winding
around , and (ii) all but at most one components of @S′ wind a multiple of q times around  each.
To this end, suppose that F is a surface satisfying (i) and (ii), where in (ii) we allow the zero
multiple. Any compression on F gives at most two new components and we may choose among
them so as to retain the above two properties. For, given a compression along a simple closed curve
(if a simple closed curve ( in F is homotopically trivial in M , cut F along ( and glue to both
resulting copies of ( in the new surface the disk that trivialises (), we obtain two components F1
and F2 each of which respects (ii) and, since the winding number W(F1) + W(F2) = W(F)
is additive, at least one of them respects (i). Compressing along a non-disconnecting arc  (if 
is homotopic to an arc in , cut F along  and glue in the disk that realises the homotopy to
each copy of ) is obvious. Along a disconnecting arc,  either has its endpoints in the component
of boundary non-multiple of q (if this exists), or in one of the components multiples of q. In the
6rst case, F1 and F2 satisfy (ii) and since winding is additive, at least one of them respects (i).
The two boundary components formed in the second case may both be multiples of q; then, again
at least one of F1 and F2 carries both properties. Otherwise both boundary components formed
are non-multiples of q, in which case at least one component, F1 say, respects (ii). Since exactly
one component of @F1 is a non-multiple of q, so in particular a non-trivial multiple, W(F1) is
non-trivial. Compressing increases the Euler characteristic so this process terminates with, say, S′.
Note that we have not guaranteed that S′ is 1-injective.
S′ cannot be a disk as W(S′) is non-trivial. And, as discussed at the beginning of this section,
S′ being homotopically incompressible implies that it cannot be an annulus. S′ then has at least
three boundary components. So,
(| (S′)|+ 1)q+ 1 = (|@S′| − 1)q+ 16L(@S′):
We get L(@S′)=| (S′)|¿q, and comparing with Theorem 2.1 gives q.
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Now let S be a minimal genus Seifert surface for K . @S has one component, and it is homotoped
in M to wind p times around . The genus of S is non-zero as M is neither a lens space or S2×S1.
The statement of Theorem 2.2 then allows us to assume that p is not zero.
Observe that in general, a sequence of compressions on S that arrives at a surface S′ can be
done in any order. For example, if one of the compressions is along the simple closed curve (, any
following compression, along say an arc or curve *, can be chosen, choosing * up to isotopy, so
that * will not intersect the compression disk that has been glued to (. Then, we may interchange
( and * in the sequence.
Starting from S, where |W(S)|=| (S)| is p=(2 genus(K) − 1), we may then work our
way down a sequence that exhausts non-disconnecting compressions, to arrive at a surface S1.
S1 will have (|W(S1)|=| (S1)|)¿ (|W(S)|=| (S)|). To this end, suppose F satis6es
 (F)¡ 0 and (|W(F)|=| (F)|)¿ (|W(S)|=| (S)|). Then, p¿ 0 implies that W(F)¿ 0, and
so also that @F is not empty. A non-disconnecting compression along, say, (, taking F to F1
has W(F) = W(F1). Also,  (F) =  (F1) − 1 or  (F) =  (F1) − 2 depending on whether
( is an arc or a simple closed curve respectively. W(F1)¿ 0, so @F1 is non-empty. F1 can-
not be an annulus, for annuli winding about a geodesic, as discussed above, are always com-
pressible and must have trivial winding number. Similarly, F1 cannot be a disk. So,  (F1)¡ 0.
Then, | (F1)|¡ | (F)| and (|W(F1)|=| (F1)|)¿ (|W(F)|=| (F)|). We arrive at S1 by
induction.
Consider now a further compression. By construction, this will disconnect S1, giving Sa and
Sb. W(S1) = W(Sa) + W(Sb), so at least one of Sa; Sb will not be a disk. If Sa were a
disk, it was obtained by compressing along a (boundary parallel) simple closed curve in S1. Then
 (S1)= (Sb)−1, and, as Sb is not a disk, | (S1)|¿ | (Sb)|. Also, W(S1)=W(Sb). So as noted
above, Sb is not an annulus. These facts then imply that (|W(Sb)|=| (Sb)|)¿ (|W(S1)|=| (S1)|).
Suppose now that neither of Sa; Sb is a disk.  (Sa);  (Sb) and  (S1) are non-positive so
| (S1)|¿ | (Sa)|+ | (Sb)|. If  (Sa) is zero, then Sa is a torus or an annulus, where W(Sa) will
be trivial. Then W(Sb) = W(S1), and arguing as above gives (|W(Sb)|=| (Sb)|)¿ (|W(S1)|=
| (S1)|). When  (Si)¡ 0 for both i, it is easy to see that for at least one value of i; i = a say,
(|W(Sa)|=| (Sa)|)¿ (|W(S1)|=| (S1)|).
So, after compressing as far as necessary, we arrive at a surface S′, homotopically incompress-
ible and homotopically @-incompressible, where L(@S′)=| (S′)|¿p=2 (genus(K)−1) (the length
L(@S′) of the boundary is greater than or equal to |W(S′)|).
Addendum. Suppose we were to think of the case where inj(M) grows small. The 6rst problem
in the proof of Theorem 2.1 comes up with F(0;R] in claim a. We observed there that there is a
minimum distance d2 separating opposite endpoints of arcs of intersection of F(0;R] with @F, and
that d2¡R. Then, as stated, claim a is not true if inj(M)¡d2+(2
√
3=5). Suppose, instead, that we
choose to work with the usual F(0; M =2] thick–thin decomposition for some chosen M6 2. Choose
M such that M6 2 inj(M) and suppose that F is homotopically incompressible and homotopically
@-incompressible. The components of F(0; M =2] will then be disks intersecting the boundary of F
in a pair of arcs each. The points of @F in F(0; M =2] will have opposites lying within M =2, and
the arcs of @F in F[M =2;∞) will have M =4 collars about them, disjoint from other such collars.
Then, for any component  of F(0; M =2]; L('i)¡L() when '1 and '2 are oriented coherently, and
L('i)¡L()=2 otherwise, where '1 and '2 the arcs of intersection of  with @F. With this small
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change to claim a, the inequality central to Theorem 2.1 becomes
L(@F) =L(@F ∩F[M =2;∞)) +L(@F ∩F(0; M =2])
6
2
sinh(M =4)
| (F)|+ 5| (F)|L():
If 2 inj(M) is less than 2, choosing M = 2 inj(M) gives
L(@F)
| (F)| 6
(
5 +
2
(2 inj(M)) sinh(inj(M)=2)
)
L():
Theorem 2.2 can then be stated for small inj(M), with q depending on inj(M), as follows
Theorem 2.3. A closed hyperbolic 3-manifold M with 2 inj(M)¡2 cannot be obtained by p=q
surgery on a knot in S3 with |q|¿ 5 + =inj(M) sinh(inj(M)=2).
Finally, when 26 2 inj(M)6 2(R+(2
√
3=5)) these arguments give |q| 5+2=2 sinh(2=4),
by choosing M = 2.
3. Applications
Theorem 3.1. Suppose M is a hyperbolic 3-manifold with injectivity radius greater than R+2
√
3=5.
Let w be a word in 1(M). Then, for q¿ 6, 1(M)=〈wq〉 is non-trivial and word-hyperbolic (where
〈wq〉 is the normal subgroup generated by wq). If 1(M)=〈w〉 is non-trivial, then 1(M)=〈wq〉 is
also in:nite provided the injectivity radius of M is greater than 
√
3 + 5R.
Proof. Let  be the closed geodesic in the free homotopy class of w. We assume, without loss,
that  is not a multiple of another curve. Call Mw the space formed by gluing a disk, D say, to q.
Firstly we observe that 1(M)=〈wq〉 is not trivial. For, if w were trivial in 1(M)=〈wq〉;  would
bound a disk in Mw, and by a general position argument, a punctured disk F in M whose remaining
boundary components are mapped to q. All but exactly one of the boundary components of F wind
a multiple of q times about  each. The winding of F about  is then non-trivial, so compressing
would give a contradiction like that of Theorem 2.2. Note that the same reasoning implies that the
order of  in 1(M)=〈wq〉 is either in6nite or a multiple of q.
Let D carry a Euclidean metric such that the length of @D is equal to that of q. This provides a
path-metric on Mw. Suppose that K is a homotopically trivial curve in Mw. To show that 1(Mw) is
word-hyperbolic, we need to 6nd a disk D in Mw bounded by K , such that
Area(D)6 cL(K);
where c is a constant dependent on Mw but not on K . We may assume that K is a closed geodesic
in M . For, any segment of K in D may be homotoped in D to a segment on @D, and any closed
curve in M can be homotoped to the closed geodesic in its free homotopy class. It is not hard to
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see that both homotopies respect the area-to-length relation relative to some constant c1 dependent
only on M and D.
For K a multiple of q, there would be nothing to prove. Also, K cannot be a multiple of 
other than a multiple of q, for such multiples of  are non-trivial in Mw. We may assume then that
K is a non-multiple of . Now, K is trivial in Mw and so K bounds a punctured disk F in M ,
where the remaining components of @F wind around q. We consider -compressions on F, that is,
compressions along essential arcs with endpoints in -boundary components which are homotopic
(keeping the endpoints 6xed) in M to arcs in . We perform as many -compressions in sequence
as possible that leave the -boundary components of the resulting surface winding some multiple
of q times about  each. Note that the resulting surface may be disconnected. If some boundary
component created by such a compression has trivial winding about , we compress it by gluing
on a disk. Call F again the component of the resulting surface which contains K . Any further
-compression on F would be separating, giving components F1 and F2, where both F1 and
F2 would have exactly one boundary component winding a non-q-multiple about , so both would
have non-trivial winding about . The component not containing K would imply that  has order a
non-multiple of q in Mw.
Suppose then that F is -incompressible in the above sense, with one component of its boundary,
@K say, winding about K and the remaining about multiples of q. It is not hard to see that F has
at least three boundary components, so we may pick an ideal triangulation of F−@F. In particular,
we pick a triangulation so that no edge has both endpoints at the ideal K-vertex, and spin it to get a
lamination on F. Any leaf with one end spiralling toward K (and with the other toward ) can be
straightened non-trivially. For otherwise, the axes of the covering isometries corresponding to  and
K should have at least one common point at in6nity, which is impossible as 1(M) acts properly
discontinuously on H3 and K is not a multiple of . -incompressibility then implies that we can
straighten F.
Let t be the components ofF(0;R] whose thin arcs both lie in the -boundary ofF, and call tK the
remaining thin components, each of which then has at least one thin arc in @K . F is -incompressible
and by considering only the components of F(0;R] in t we see that claim a and claim b of Theorem
2.1 apply to t to give L(@F ∩ t)6 5| (F)|(L() − (2
√
3=5)). Also, L(@F ∩ tK)6 2L(K),
since any component of tK has one of its thin arcs lying in @K , and both thin arcs have the same
length—note that this bound on tK does not rely on an assumption that essential arcs in tK are in
some way incompressible. So,
L(K) +L(@F)L() =L(@F)
=L(@F ∩F[R;∞)) +L(t ∩ @F) +L(tK ∩ @F)
6 2
√
3| (F)|+ 5| (F)|
(
L()− 2
√
3
5
)
+ 2L(K);
where L(@F) is the -length of the boundary. Re-arranging gives
(L(@F)− 5| (F)|)L()6L(K):
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Gluing to every boundary component @( that winds a number n( times about q an n(-fold cover of
D gives a disk D in Mw bounded by K , where
Area(D) = Area(F) +
L(@F)
q
Area(D)
= 2| (F)|+L(@F) Area(D)q
6 2| (F)|+L(@F) Area(D)6 :
Now, L(@F)¿ 6(|@F| − 1) and |@F| − 1¿ | (F)|, so L(@F)¿ 6| (F)|. Multiplying both
sides by [2+ 5Area(D)=6] gives
2| (F)|+L(@F)Area(D)6 ¡ [2+Area(D)](L(@F)− 5| (F)|)
6
2+Area(D)
inj(M)
(L(@F)− 5| (F)|)L():
As inj(M)¿R+ 2
√
3
5 , by combining the above inequalities the area-to-length relation follows with
c = (2+Area(D))=(R+ (2
√
3=5)), not dependent on K .
Suppose now that 1(M)=〈w〉 is non-trivial, and call g the shortest geodesic in M which is not
in the free homotopy class of some element in 〈w〉. Suppose that an arc ( in g winds along , that
is, ( lies in the R-neighbourhood of , and the lift (˜ of ( lies in the R-neighbourhood of a single
component ˜ of P−1(), where P the covering projection from H3 to M . It is not hard to see that
there is an arc (˜ in ˜ of the same length as (˜, such that (˜ lies in the R-neighbourhood of (˜, and
where we may pair each endpoint of (˜ to an opposite one in (˜ so that opposite endpoints lie within
R of each other. If (˜ is not short, given (˜, this pairing is unique. (˜ covers the ‘arc’ ( in , and
( carries the above properties relative to ( in M . Suppose ( has length greater than (L()=2) + R.
Then, the shortest arc * in  so that (*−1 is a multiple of , has length less than L()=2. Also
though, L(()−L(*)¿ 2R. For, if L(()¡L(), then L(*)¡L()− ((L()=2) + R), and, if
L(()¿L(), the claim is obvious. The endpoints of * coincide with those of (, and we may
join each to its opposite endpoint in ( by a short arc of length at most R. This forms the curve *.
We replace ( in g with * to form g1. As g is not in the free homotopy class of an element in 〈w〉
neither is g1. But L(g1) =L(g)−L(() +L(*)¡L(g), contrary to the choice of g.
Suppose that g does not have in6nite order in 1(M)=〈wq〉. Then there will be a non-zero integer
' such that g' bounds a punctured disk in M , say F, whose remaining boundary components
are mapped to q. Considering -compressions as we did above allows us to assume that F is
-incompressible and that all -boundary components wind some multiple of q times about  each.
Straightening F we count only one part of F(0;R], namely L(t ∩ @F)6 5| (F)|(L() + 2R),
where t consists of those components of F(0;R] at least one of whose thin arcs lies in a -boundary
component. To this end one may follow the arguments of Theorem 2.1 allowing t− components of
t to have length up to (L()=2) + R and t+ components up to L() + 2R, where t+ and t− are
de6ned by the relative orientation of the thin arcs of the relevant t-component, irrespective of if
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both, or only one, lie in the -boundary. For, t− components of t which have both thin arcs in the
-boundary have length bounded above, as shown in claim a, by (L()=2)− constant, i.e. less than
(L()=2) + R. And t− components of t which have only one thin arc in a -boundary component
and the other in the g'-boundary component have length bounded above by (L()=2) + R since
arcs in g cannot wind along  for more than this. Very similar arguments are involved with the t+
components of t. With @F the -boundary of F, we would then count
q| (F)|L()¡q(|@F| − 1)L()
6L(@F)
6L(@F ∩F[R;∞)) +L(t ∩ @F)
6 2
√
3| (F)|+ 5| (F)|(L() + 2R);
which is impossible when q¿ 6 and the injectivity radius of M is at least 
√
3 + 5R.
When we try to apply the methods of Theorem 2:1 to the case where M is obtained by surgery on
a two-component link L=K1∪K2 in S3, we come across a fundamental diHerence. Corresponding to
each of the core surgery curves 6lling in Ki, there is a closed geodesic i in M . The main diHerence
in this case is that we don’t know which of the i is longer. Considering a Seifert surface for each
Ki we can prove the theorem below, which we state without proof.
Let n(K) be the maximum of 2g(K) and 1, for K a knot in S3.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that M is a hyperbolic 3-manifold, that H1(M) is not cyclic and that inj(M)
is at least R+ (2
√
3=5). Suppose M is obtained by surgery on a two-component link L=K1 ∪K2
in S3 with surgery slopes p1=q1 and p2=q2 say. If the linking number of K1 and K2 is non-trivial,
then either |q1|6 12n(K2), or |q2|6 12n(K1).
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